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0 of 0 review helpful Is Charlotte really part of the war effort and the resistance or is she interested in hanging out in 
France to reconnect with a country she loved in earlier days and to somehow seek out her By kenneth silver I had high 
expectations for this novel and unfortunately they were not met While the characters are interesting and the plot is 
interesting the storyline was not plausible in my view Is Ch New York Times bestseller by award winning author of 
BirdsongCharlotte Gray tells the remarkable story of a young Scottish woman who becomes caught up in the effort to 
liberate Occupied France from the Nazis while pursuing a perilous mission of her own In blacked out wartime London 
Charlotte Gray develops a dangerous passion for a battle weary RAF pilot and when he fails to return from a daring 
flight into France she is determined to find com In his 1996 novel Birdsong Sebastian Faulks showed himself to be a 
superb anatomist of men and just as importantly women at war Indeed his depiction of trench combat during World 
War I was almost painfully vivid the equivalent of Wilfred O 
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